SECURITY NOTES FOR EXHIBITORS
Security Scheme of Messe München and Police
In close cooperation with the trade-fair security guards and the Munich police, Messe München has worked out a comprehensive
security scheme for INHORGENTA MUNICH to provide you as an exhibitor with the best possible protection for your exhibits.
Besides visible measures, such as the constant presence of security guards and police, there are also a number of concealed
measures, which for obvious reasons we do not wish to reveal in detail.
However, for maximum effectiveness please observe the following notes and do your bit to make INHORGENTA MUNICH a
success – it’s in your own interest!

What you can do for your own security


Transport your valuables when possible not alone. As far as possible, do not keep items of value in vehicles – a vehicle is not
a safe!



Avoid situations in which strangers are able to trick you! Much as you may welcome a crowd of visitors on your stand, it
provides an opportunity for theft.



Do not invite anyone who is not a bona-fide trade visitor, or allow unauthorized persons onto your stand – not even as a
favour!



Keep the showcases under lock an do not leave articles of value also during sales talks unattended out of sight.



In the evenings and after closing at INHORGENTA MUNICH till your final departure lock up your valuables in safes provided
on the premises. (Contact: Company Brink`s, phone. (+49 89) 54 01 60 -0)



Be particularly on your guard while setting up and dismantling the stand. These are the times when the risk is greatest.



You can help the security guards if you always wear your exhibitor’s pass (or set-up/dismantling pass) visibly. To avoid
misuse, never lend these passes to anyone.



Keep an eye out for suspicious persons or situations. If you notice anything unusual, alert the security guards or the police
immediately.

What to do in case of theft, robbery or a confidence trick


Keep a cool head !



Shout loud to attract attention !



Immediately inform the police or security guards !



Lock up your wares or close the stand to avoid the risk of further loss in the confusion !

Important Police Notes
It is a police knowledge that several groups are specialized in criminal activity at conventions and fairs like INHORGENTA MUNICH.
Especially while loading or unloading your valuables keep an eye on suspicious persons (such as "spontaneous" helpers by
mishaps or accidents, etc.). Frequently, the offenders spy out the destination of the victim first and take action afterwards.
Report theft or other offenses, but also suspicious perceptions at once to the police command centre via phone (+49 89)
45 187 -180 or via Police emergency number 110.
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IMPORTANT PHONE-NUMBERS
Police



Polizei-Notruf (24 Std.)

110

Polizeiinspektion 25
Werner-Eckert-Str. 12, 81829 München

(+49 89) 45 187 -180

Messe München Security Service



Security Control Room (24 hours)

(+49 89) 9 49 -24 555

Messe München Seurity Service
Veranstaltungsdienst Paul Mayr, Administration building

(+49 89) 9 49 -24 500

Messe München GmbH


Department Traffic and Security

 Messe München GmbH | Department Traffic and Security
Munich Police Department | Police Station No. 25
Status: 07 December 2011

(+49 89) 9 49 -21 215

